
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Report of: Cllr Nick Worth, Executive Member for Commercialisation and Deputy Leader 

of the Council 

  

To: Cabinet Tuesday, 21 July 2020 

 

Author: Matthew Hogan Executive Manager Growth 

 

Subject Holbeach Town Centre - Future High Streets Fund 

 

Purpose: To approve a funding submission to government seeking major capital 

investment for three strategic projects for Holbeach Town Centre, and 

associated activity required to support the funding bid. 

 

 
Recommendation(s): 
 
1) That Cabinet approves a submission to government, seeking major capital investment in 

three strategic projects for Holbeach Town Centre, as part of central government’s Future 
High Street Fund 
 

2) That the activities as set out in confidential Appendix 1 are approved to support the 
deliverability of the business case. 
 

3) That authority is delegated to the Executive Director Commercialisation in consultation with 
the Deputy Leader of the Council, to make minor amendments to the funding business case 
as required prior to submission 
 

 

1.0 Background 

 

1.1 The Future High Streets Fund (FHSF), is a funding stream that forms part of the wider £3.6 

billion ‘Towns Funds’ package of Government funding for high street economies. The FHSF 

was opened for bidding in December 2018 with a total allocation of £1bn.  

 

1.2 The aim of the Future High Streets Fund is to ‘renew and reshape’ town centres and high 

streets in way that drives growth, improves experience and ensures future sustainability. 

Investment from the fund can be used for the following;   

 

 Investment in infrastructure that will improve public and other transport access, improve 

flow and circulation within a town / city centre, and relieve congestion 

 Investment in physical infrastructure needed to support new housing and workspace 

development and existing local communities, and the regeneration of heritage high streets; 

and 

 Investment in land assembly, including to support the densification of residential and 

workspace around high streets in place of under-used retail units. 

  

1.3 In December 2018, and in response to the launch of the Future High Streets Fund, the 

Council commenced the preparation of an Expression of Interest for the fund for investment 

into Holbeach.  



 

1.4 Holbeach is a key growth location for South Lincolnshire. Significant new housing and 

employment growth is planned for the town over the next 20 years, most notably through 

the Holbeach Food Enterprise Zone (FEZ); a key strategic employment sit, where the 

intention is to create a hub for innovation within the food industry of local, regional and 

national significance, and where sectoral and business growth is driven by world-class 

research and development, facilitated by collaboration across the public and private sector. 

The FEZ builds upon the strength of one of Holbeach’s key existing assets; the National 

Centre for Food Manufacturing, which is located on Park Road within the town.  

 

1.5 Within this context, a vibrant, attractive and well-functioning town centre will be an 

invaluable component of the overall growth strategy for Holbeach. However, the available 

evidence demonstrates that public investment is required to support the regeneration of the 

town centre, both in terms of providing a catalyst for private investment and in terms of 

overcoming various aspects of market failure. The evidence in respect of Holbeach 

demonstrates the following;  

 

 That of the £229,683,370 of spending power within the retail catchment for the town, 

Holbeach retains only 4% of that catchment area spend (equivalent to £9,180,000). This 

equates to a ranking for Holbeach of 1721 out of 1800 of all retail centres within the UK in 

terms of local spend retention. 

 That, linked to the latter, footfall is currently lower than would be expected from a Main 

Service Centre, and that this was exacerbated by 1) the lack of a socially viable focal point 

for the town, and 2) the traffic dominated nature of the public realm in the busy Market Hill 

junction, which is used by freight vehicles as well as cars and vans, therefore making the 

retail centre of the town a less welcoming environment from safety and air quality 

perspectives.  

 That road safety needs to be improved, especially at Market Hill where there has been a 

high number of accidents. That linked to the latter, all town-based through-traffic and most 

local trips must pass through the Market Hill junction in the town centre, which is operating 

beyond capacity at peak periods, leading to queues and congestion. 

 Walking and cycling activity levels are lower in South Holland than both Lincolnshire and 

nationally. Within Holbeach, there are numerous barriers to movement in some residential 

areas of the town. Furthermore, many pedestrian and cycle trips are routed through the 

town centre, especially the Market Hill junction 

 

1.6 In March 2018, the Expression of Interest for Holbeach was submitted to government. 

Drawing upon the available evidence, the EOI sought support with investment to address 

the four main challenges identified by the council, local stakeholders and residents as those 

facing the town centre;  

 

 Challenge One: Transport, Traffic, Connectivity and Road Safety 

 Challenge Two: Public Realm and the quality of the wider environment within the town 

centre 

 Challenge Three: Footfall, retention of catchment spend and vacancy rates 

 Challenge Four: Improving Streetscape through the renovation and alteration of 

historic buildings  

 

1.7 In September 2019, Holbeach was one of 100 town selected to put forward formal and full 

‘business cases’ in favour of investment of between £3m and £25m in capital funding for 



their respective high streets. The guidance provided to local authorities in respect of 

business case development stressed the following;  

 

 That business cases must set out the projects for which investment is sought, that will 

make a demonstrable impact on addressing the challenges identified within the 

expression of interest.  

 That business cases must be underpinned by a strong economic case, and must be 

accompanied by formal economic analysis to demonstrate the positive impact that the 

investment will make within the town 

 That business cases must propose projects that have a long term impact and meet key 

objectives of the Future High Streets Fund, such as introducing new town centre uses 

(such as leisure, culture, housing and social uses) alongside existing retail, and 

improving town centre accessibility both in terms of transport links but also in terms of 

the physical needs of residents.  

 That businesses case must not seek funding for superficial changes to the high street, 

such as the beautification of shop fronts 

 

1.8 Having been selected to progress to the next stage of the programme, the council set about 

taking steps towards preparing a business case for investment in the town. The activity 

taken to prepare the business case included the following;  

 

 From November 2019 and January 2020, and following the appointment of a dedicated 

project manager on a fixed term basis to take forward the development of the business, 

a ‘long-list’ of projects were developed in conjunction with key stakeholders.  

 To support the above process, in January 2020 the council facilitated an engagement 

event in the town, which was attended by 35 representatives from the local community. 

The engagement event was used to present the emerging projects to local 

stakeholders, seek further proposals to add to the ‘long-list’, and to engage local 

stakeholders in prioritising the emerging project ideas.  

 Since January, a focus on developing detailed business case proposals relating to three 

main projects, where there is a) demonstrable local public and stakeholder support and 

b) a clear fit with addressing the challenges identified as part of the original EOI.  

 

1.9 The three projects proposed to form the basis of the business case for funding for 

Holbeach through the Future High Streets Fund are set out below.  

  

1.10 Project 1 - Redeveloping the historic Chequers Yard 

 

1.11 The first project identified for investment in the Future High Streets Fund Business case 

relates to investment to support with the redevelopment of the Chequers Yard area of 

Holbeach. The Chequers Yard area forms the space between the High Street and Park 

Road, behind the historic Chequers Inn. The existing area is 0.55ha (1.3 acres) in size and 

is currently a mix of informal parking, vacant buildings, industrial and business use. The 

yard is adjacent to the Wrights Mews Business Park; a small commercial development 

consisting of small retail, business and office units. The yard is in a mix of different private 

ownerships.  

 

1.12 The proposal is to take the area and develop it as a town square for Holbeach. The 

proposal for the site would connect the High Street with retail and parking areas to the 

north, replacing the existing circuitous route via Market Hill, thereby encouraging shoppers 

and visitors to access the High Street. The site provides an opportunity to remove poor 



quality underused structures to provide space for residential development and additional 

business space.  The area is in the conservation area and detailed designs will reflect this. 

The community will be invited to shape the appearance of the area.  

 

1.13 The project aims to create a mixed use development of residential accommodation, 

commercial space and public realm in the heart of the town centre by assembling a site of 

underused and vacant premises to provide a destination for visitors, the local community 

and emerging businesses. The proposal for the site, depending upon final configuration 

and land assembly, has a demonstrable potential to deliver the following;  

 

 Public realm for markets and events 

 Housing  

 New retail / food and drink / business opportunity 

 A physical pedestrian link between High Street, Tesco and the council car parks; a link 

which would also reduce the potential for pedestrian/Vehicle conflict at Market Hill 

 Opportunity for public toilet facilities, which could enhance existing provision through 

catering for a wider range of needs, including disabled facilities and baby changing. 

 

1.14 In developing the delivery strategy for Chequers Yard, officers have engaged frequently 

and positively with the landowners involved in the existing site. Whereas the project is 

dependent upon a number of factors, including the concluding land assembly, these 

discussions have demonstrated clear support for the proposals for the yard from the 

landowners involved, and positive discussions have taken place concerning the steps 

required to move the project forward for delivery.  

 

1.15 Appendix 1 sets out more detail concerning the preparatory steps proposed to strengthen 

the deliverability of the project in the event of a successful funding award.  

 

1.16 Project 2 – Reconfiguring and improving Market Hill junction 

 

1.17 The second project identified within the business case relates to a proposal to reconfigure 

the Market Hill junction; the main road junction in the centre of the town where five key 

routes into Holbeach currently meet.  

 

1.18 In terms of the heritage of the town, Market Hill was historically a thriving and prosperous 

hub of activity. Formerly, it was the location of the towns market and all of the earlier older 

buildings within the area have prominent heritage features and frontages which give 

emphasis to this space. However, the area is suffering from decline. Market Hill is now 

heavily trafficked with motorised vehicles, including large freight vehicles (many accessing 

the mill to the south of the town centre) and the town centre has become increasingly 

engineered for this purpose at the expense of pedestrians and cyclists. This has led to a 

gradual deterioration in the quality and quantity of the public realm in the heart of the town 

alongside contributing to further issues around the quality of the retail environment, 

pedestrian safety, combined with air and noise pollution.  

 

1.19 With these reasons in mind, alongside the significant employment and housing growth 

planned for the town over the coming years, the Holbeach Transport Strategy 2018-36 

identified the need to address the challenges posed by Market Hill junction as a key priority 

for the town centre.  

 



1.20 In developing the business case for funding into Holbeach, the Council has worked 

extensively with Lincolnshire County Council to explore a number of potential options and 

configurations for the Market Hill Junction. This has led to a proposal being developed 

which encompasses the following changes;  

 

 South of the Medical Centre, that Park Road will become access only for residents of 

the properties on the street.  

 Ceasing existing vehicular access to Park Road from the Market Hill Junction 

 Ceasing access to West End from Boston Road, at the junction 

 Limiting access to Market Hill from Park Road to service vehicles only  

 Ceasing access to High Street from Church Street at the junction 

 

1.21 The benefits of the proposals in traffic and transport terms have been assessed by 

Lincolnshire County Council as being numerous, and include reductions in traffic wait 

times, shorter journey times and improved road safety. However, a key wider benefits of 

the proposal in terms of the function of the town centre includes the creation of additional 

public realm and pedestrianised space on Park Road between the medical centre and 

Market Hill, further enhancing the available levels of public realm for markets and events, 

and improving the environment for pedestrians and town centres users. 

 

1.22 It should be noted that, whilst LCC have been heavily involved in the business case 

development in respect of the Market Hill project, the delivery of the project through LCC 

will be dependent upon formal agreement with LCC to proceed with the project. In the 

event of a successful funding award, officers will work with LCC to progress the delivery 

approach for the project.  

 

1.23 Project 3 – Cycle network development and improvement 

 

1.24 The third and final project identified for within the business case relates to a proposal to 

invest in cycle way provision spanning east and west of the town centre, along Fleet Road 

and the High Street.  

 

1.25 The Holbeach Transport Strategy identified the need for improved cycling access routes to 

the town centre. As with the Market Hill proposals, the council has worked extensively with 

Lincolnshire County Council to explore the various options concerning cycle improvements 

that would have a demonstrable impact on access to the town centre and movements 

around the town. The East/West ‘Fleet Road and High Street’ route has been identified as 

a route that would deliver significant additional benefit, and would see investment in both 

physical infrastructure alongside the introduction of speed restrictions to improve safety.  

 

1.26 As with the Market Hill project, whilst LCC have been heavily involved in the business case 

development in respect of the cycling proposals for Holbeach, the delivery of the project 

through LCC will be dependent upon formal agreement with LCC to proceed. In the event 

of a successful funding award, officers will work with LCC to progress the delivery approach 

for the project. 

 

1.27 Next Steps 

 

1.28 If the Cabinet approval is granted for the funding submission to government, officers will 

utilise the final remaining time period to finalise the submission ahead of the July 31st 



deadline. This includes work to finalise the detail of key components of the business case, 

including the financial detail, the economic case and the delivery approach.  

 

1.29 After submission, the council is not in direct control of the next steps of the assessment 

process. However it is anticipated that funding announcements concerning successful 

business cases will be made during late Autumn / Winter 2020. If the council is successful 

in obtaining a funding allocation, a further report will come back to members concerning the 

consideration of a full project mandate and the acceptance of any funding awarded 

(following an assessment of terms). 

 

2.0 OPTIONS 

 

2.1 Proceed as per report recommendations (recommended) – Under this option, the 

funding submission to government for major capital investment in Holbeach Town Centre 

will proceed with demonstrable Cabinet support. Furthermore, the activity as set out in 

Appendix 1 concerning the preparatory steps proposed to strengthen the deliverability of 

the project in the event of a successful funding award, will also be progressed.  

 

2.2 Do Nothing (not recommended) – Under this option, the funding submission to 

government for major capital investment in Holbeach Town Centre will not proceed. 

 

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S) 

 

3.1 To seek Cabinet support for the proposed funding submission to government, seeking 

major capital investment in Holbeach Town Centre. To seek agreement to proceed with 

preparatory steps proposed to strengthen the deliverability of the project in the event of a 

successful funding award. 

 

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS 

 

4.1 The expected benefits for the council, for Holbeach and for South Holland as a wider 

district are numerous. A summary of key notable expected benefits are as follows;  

 

 If successful, securing major government investment into South Holland from a national 

funding programme 

 In the Chequers Yard project, a new town square for Holbeach that is attractive, vibrant 

and accessible, catering for a number of uses including residential, business, retail, 

events, markets and social activities, supporting diversity of ‘offer’ within the town and 

clearly aligning with the aims of the Future High Street Fund 

 In Market Hill and through cycling improvements, a safer, less traffic dominated and 

more pedestrian friendly town centre that supports residents in traveling via other forms 

that car.  

 A range of improvements that will support the needs of existing residents, alongside 

creating a town centre that caters for a growing population (both in terms of residents 

and new businesses).  

 

5.0 IMPLICATIONS 

 

5.1 Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues 

 



5.1.1 A key focus of the business case in respect of investment in Holbeach Town Centre relates 

to reconfiguration and improvements to Market Hill junction, alongside investment in and 

improvements to cycling networks within the town. It is envisaged that these projects, if 

delivered, would make a demonstrable impact on matters relating to the town centre 

environment and carbon footprint related matters.  

 

5.2 Contracts 

 

5.2.1 The approach detailed in Appendix 1 carries with it contractual obligations and 

considerations for the council. If the approach set out in Appendix 1 is approved, the 

council will seek to utilise legal support to ensure that any contractual risks are mitigated.  

 

5.3 Corporate Priorities 

 

5.3.1 By virtue of the various outcomes sought from the projects outlined within the business 

case for funding, the recommendations associated with this report align with the following 

council corporate priorities;  

 

 Your Home 

 Your Place 

 Your Opportunity 

 Your Health and Wellbeing 

 

5.4 Financial 

 

5.4.1 The funding submission to government, as set out within this report, seeks major capital 

investment in Holbeach Town Centre. For the projects relating to Market Hill Junction and 

improvements to cycling routes, the business case seeks funding to cover all capital costs 

associated with the project (including capitalised staffing costs). The costings for these two 

projects have been developed in conjunction with Lincolnshire County Council, utilising 

their external highways support partner WSP.  

 

5.4.2 For the Chequers Yard project, the funding sought relates to gap funding to support the 

commercial viability of the project, alongside funding to support land assembly. The funding 

sought for Chequers Yard also includes capitalised staffing costs to service the next stages 

of delivery if the business case is successful in obtaining funding. The costings for the 

Chequers Yard project have been developed in conjunction with external cost consultancy 

and property valuation advice. A prudent approach has been taken towards calculating 

appropriate levels of project contingency and risk.  

 

5.4.3 The preparatory steps proposed in Appendix 1, which are intended to strengthen the 

deliverability of the project in the event of a successful funding award, carry with them a 

financial cost to the authority. It is proposed that the costs of this activity is met through the 

council’s Town Centre Improvement Plan budget, which was created by Council in 

November 2019 to support activity associated with town centre improvements and 

regeneration. Delegated authority for the spend of this budget sits with the Executive 

Director for Place, in conjunction with the Deputy Leader of the Council.   

 

5.5 Health & Wellbeing 

 



5.5.1 A key focus of the business case in respect of investment in Holbeach Town Centre relates 

to projects which are intended to have a positive impact upon the health and wellbeing of 

Holbeach and wider district residents.  

 

5.6 Risk Management 

 

5.6.1 In approaching the creation of the business case for investment in Holbeach through the 

Future High Streets Fund, the council has sought to mitigate risks as far as it is able to do 

so at this stage in the project delivery cycle. Examples of risk mitigation include;  

 

 The appointment of a dedicated project manager to oversee the preparation of the 

business case 

 The use of cost estimation expertise when developing the financial case for investment, 

including adopting a prudent approach towards calculating appropriate levels of project 

contingency and risk based on the current stage of feasibility work concluded.  

 Desktop due diligence on key aspects of the proposed projects, including utility and 

legal searches.  

 A ‘project team’ approach when formulating the business case, including extensive 

involvement of key internal stakeholders (e.g. planning officers) and external 

stakeholders (e.g. Lincolnshire County Council Highways team, land owners, local 

stakeholders including businesses) 

 The proposals within Appendix 1, which further seek to mitigate one key area of risk in 

respect of deliverability of the emerging projects.  

 

5.7 Staffing 

 

5.7.1 The delivery of the projects emerging from the business case will carry with them a staffing 

resourcing requirement. In order to fund the resourcing of delivery of the projects, in the 

event of a successful award of funding, the funding from government includes an allowance 

to cover client-side costs relating to staffing, legal and procurement.  

 

5.8 Stakeholders / Constitution / Timescales 

 

5.8.1 The business case for Holbeach has been developed in conjunction with a number of 

stakeholders. This included a council facilitated engagement event in the town in January 

2020, which was attended by 35 representatives from the local community. The 

engagement event was used to present the emerging projects to local stakeholders, seek 

further proposals to add to the ‘long-list’, and to engage local stakeholders in prioritising the 

emerging project ideas. 

 

5.8.2 Further engagement with local stakeholders and the community was planned for the period 

March – June 2020. However, the Covid situation has frustrated the ability of the 

engagement events planned to take place. Consequently, and in order to off-set this, 

should the council obtain a funding allocation officers will seek to pick up further 

engagement with the communities in Holbeach as the projects are taken forward through 

detailed design, planning and delivery.  

 

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED 

 

6.1 Holbeach Town Ward 

 



7.0 ACRONYMS 

 

 MHCLG – Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government 

 FHSF – Future High Streets Fund 

 

Background papers:-  

 

Lead Contact Officer 

Name and Post: Matthew Hogan Executive Manager Growth 

Telephone Number  

Email: matthew.hogan@breckland-sholland.gov.uk 

 

Key Decision: N  

 

Exempt Decision: Partially 

 

This report refers to a Discretionary Service 

 

Appendices attached to this report:  

 

Appendix 1 – Confidential appendix 

 


